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Part I: Base

cate that most of the static instructions as well
as most of the repeated instructions depend on
1.1 An Empirical Analysis of In- such “hardwired” data.
With function level analysis, the repeatability
struction Repetition [8] (Yanof
function parameters is computed. Simulations
nis Drougas)
show that all of the parameters of the majority
Instruction repetition is a common characteristic (more than 50%) of function calls, are repeated.
of programs. Many methods have been proposed This usually (but not always) means that their
in order to exploit this phenomenon. But, be- outputs are also repeated.
fore exploitation, the properties and reasons of
Finally, function-wide statistics of instructions
instruction repetition should be studied. This is are collected with local analysis. The results
done in [8].
show that in a function, most of the repeated
A program consists of some static instructions. instructions operate on data passed to functions
Upon execution, a processor executes one or more as parameters. Data that come from global variinstances of some of these static instructions. ables are also popular among repeated instrucThese instances are called dynamic instructions. tions. Once again, great repeatability is obAn instruction is repeated when one of its in- served in instructions operating in data “hardstances (meaning, the instruction with both its wired” into the program, as well as instructions
inputs and output being the same) appears more that read or write the stack pointer and instructhan once during the execution of the program. tions performing loads or stores of callee-saved
Statistical analysis on data collected from sim- registers.
In addition to that, in local analysis, instruculations shows that not all of the static instructions have repeated instances. In fact, processing tions are categorized according to their position
of the results revealed these facts: (i) Only a few in the function. Usually, the instructions appearof the static instructions (about 25% on average) ing in a function’s prologue and epilogue are most
of a program are actually executed. (ii) Most of repeatable (because of the callee-saved registers).
the instructions executed (about 80% on average)
Instruction repetition information could be
are also repeated. (iii) Only a small fraction of very valuable when trying to speedup execution.
these instructions that are repeated (about 20% For example, a small buffer could be used in order
on average) contributes about 95% of all the re- to take advantage of the fact that most of the reppeated instructions.
etitions are contributed by only a small fraction
The above make us conclude that the vast ma- of static instructions. Other benefits of dynamic
jority of the dynamic instructions executed is inspection of program code and data could be:
generated by a small percentage of static instruc- (i) Detection of repeatability that cannot be predicted statically. (ii) Dynamic loading of poputions.
Next, the dependences of the instructions gen- lar addresses of the memory. (iii) Exploitation of
erating repetitions are examined. In order to repeatability of function arguments. (iv) Avoidtrace the various dependences, each instruction ance of register pressure. (v) Memoization (to
is tagged with a value, based on its data depen- remember a function’s output), since there are
dences. In order to take into account different many repetitions of a function call using the same
instruction categories through different contexts, arguments.
a global, a function level and a local analysis of
Instruction repetition information could also
the instructions are performed.
be used in value prediction and dynamic instrucIn global analysis, instructions are divided into tion reuse, described in Sections 1.3 and 1.2 rethree categories according to whether they de- spectively.
pend on program input data, on global variables,
On the other hand, some benefits could also
or on data “hardwired” into the program (like an be gained by the static exploitation of instrucimmediate). The results of the simulations indi- tion repetition. There are many difficulties that
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prevent this from happening though (like the fact
that most of instruction repetition is revealed
during runtime). But, compiler optimizations
(like loop unrolling) could help in order to overcome some of these obstacles.

when a store occurs for a specific memory address.
Scheme Sn implements the reuse test by checking register names rather than values. Thus,
in addition to memory invalidations, a result
present in the RB for some instruction must also
1.2 Dynamic Instruction Reuse [7] be invalidated if a register upon this instructions
is dependent is modified.
(Kyriakos Karenos)
Scheme Sn+d attempts to resolve the depenMotivation Programs are generally written to dences that are likely to hinder the performance
execute and produce output dynamically for dif- of Sn . A Register Source Table is utilized in orferent inputs. In addition, operations on data der to hold, for each register, the index of the
structures tend to be compact and comprehen- RB, which contains the instruction which last
sive. These two basic empirical observations sug- produced that register’s value. Similar to register
gest that as a program executes dynamically, a renaming, dependent instructions need not be innumber of instructions with the same input may validated upon register update (only on instrucreappear. Dynamic Instruction Reuse [7], at- tion eviction) since dependence status is known.
tempts to take advantage of this recurrence by
Experimental Results Experiments firstly
storing the results of previous instruction in a showed that a considerable percentage of instrucReuse Buffer (RB) to later retrieve and reuse tions can be reused (average of 50%). The bathem if the reuse test for that instruction suc- sic dimension used was buffer size whereas baceeds. Although this may sound more like a sic measures where reuse percentage, speedups
software (compiler) responsibility, a hardware- and dependence resolution latency. Sn+d and Sv
based approach allows for proactive enhance- for larger buffers generally perform better due
ments within the pipeline itself.
to lower invalidation frequencies. The microarTwo categories of instruction reuse motivate chitecture interactions affect the overall perforthis work. Squash reuse refers to cases of reusing mance thus speedups where not as impressive as
the results of instructions that were calculated reuse. However, the number of cycles waiting for
as part of speculative execution which would an operant to be ready was reduced due to early
have otherwise been discarded upon mispredic- dependency resolution (chain collapse).
tion. General reuse refers to the cases where
dependence chains exist among instructions: in
this case since previous results are known (thus 1.3 Exceeding the Dataflow Limit
consumers need not wait for the producers) the
via
Value
Prediction
[4]
dependence in the chain are implicitly eliminated
(Thomas Repantis)
and thus instructions may execute in parallel.
Instruction Reuse Mechanism The RB, in- Introduction True data dependences between
dexed by the PC, is accessed during ID stage. instructions impose the dataflow limit on the
If the reuse test succeeds the instruction effec- parallelization of instructions of sequential protively skips the EX stage. After commit, entry grams. Value Prediction [4] [5] [3] is a speculative
invalidation actions are taken, mentioned below. technique to overcome the dataflow limit. In a
To realize this technique, three schemes are pro- taxonomy of speculative techniques, Value Preposed:
diction would fall in the category of data (not
Scheme Sv simply checks whether the operant control) speculation. It differs from other data
values for some instruction are the same as with speculative techniques, in that it does not specthe buffered instruction. Memory operations can ulate on the data location (the address the data
be handled for loads (address calculation as well will be stored), but on the actual value the data
as load result) but the RB entry is invalidated will have.
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Value Locality Value Prediction tries to exploit a characteristic that has been observed
in the execution of many programs, namely
Value Locality. Value Locality refers to the
probability for a previously-seen value to occur again/repeatedly in a storage location. In
the current case the Value Locality of generalpurpose or floating-point registers after instructions that write to them is examined. Because
real-world programs are designed to be general,
they suffer from performance penalties, which
are partially the result of a significant portion
of register values being repeated. The register
value locality that different benchmarks exhibit
was measured, by counting the number of repetitions in the register values written by the static
instructions. Even with a history depth of one
(i.e. when checking only for matches against the
last written value), it was found that most of the
programs have value locality near 50%. Specific
instruction types, such as integer and floatingpoint double loads, are more predictable in the
values they produce.
Value Prediction Mechanism By exploiting the fact that the results of many instructions can be predicted, dependent instructions
can be scheduled speculatively and may be able
to complete execution sooner. To achieve this,
two mechanisms were implemented: one to accurately predict the results (the Value Prediction
Unit) and one to verify these predictions when
the actual results are available.
The Value Prediction Unit (VPU) is structured
in two levels, to enhance the accuracy of the predictions. The first level generates the prediction
values, while the second decides if the predictions
are likely to be accurate. The VPU consists of
two direct-mapped tables, which are indexed by
the instruction address (the PC) of the instruction being predicted. The Classification Table
(CT) has a valid field to indicate valid entries and
a prediction history, a saturating counter of correct and incorrect predictions, to define instructions as predictable or not. The Value Prediction Table (VPT) has –apart from a valid field –
a value history field, where the results of instructions are stored, using LRU.
The mechanism for verifying the predictions

and for recovering from mispredictions (Figure 7
of [4]) enables the parallel issue and execution of
dependent instructions. Only after the predicted
result is verified, does a dependent instruction
complete. The misprediction penalty is at most
one additional cycle, along with structural hazards that might have been introduced by the misprediction.
A number of parameters to fine-tune the performance (hit rate) of the VPU include the number of entries in the VPT, the number of entries
in the CT and the number of bits of the prediction history counter (which add hysteresis in the
classification of the instructions as predictable
or not). By measurements, the best choices for
those parameters were decided to be 4096, 1024,
and 2 accordingly.
Experiments To measure the performance of
the VPU, three simulation models were implemented, two based on the PowerPC 620 and
one based on an idealized model without structural dependencies. The experiments, consisting
of trace generation, VPU simulation, and microarchitectural simulation, showed an average
speedup of 22.7%, 3 to 4 times more than what
would be achieved by just doubling the L1 data
cache.
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2.1

Part II: Analysis
Understanding the Differences
Between Value Prediction and
Instruction Reuse [9]

Both Instruction Reuse (IR) and Value Prediction (VP) try to reduce the execution time by
exploiting the redundancy in programs to collapse the data dependences between instructions.
However, the approaches of the two techniques
are very different. VP speculates on the results of
instructions (which are inputs for other instructions). This speculation is based on the previous results and the predicted values are used by
the following instructions. When the actual results from the execution are available, the speculation is verified. On the other hand, IR does
not speculate on the results of instructions; it just
3

tions which execute with wrong inputs need to
re-execute.
IR decreases the execution latency, since the
reuse of an operation takes just one cycle (instead
of the number of cycles needed for the execution),
whereas the completion of instructions in VP is
delayed by the execution and the verification latency.

detects if the current computation has been performed before and then uses the previous result.
Therefore, the execution of the current instruction is avoided and furthermore no verification of
the result is necessary. In order to achieve that,
the results of instructions are stored in a Reuse
Buffer and their validity and applicability on the
current situation is verified by a reuse test, that
examines if the current operands are the same as
those used to calculate the results. It is therefore evident that IR verifies the results before using them (early validation), while VP after using
them speculatively (late validation).
The above differences in the approach result in
differences in the amount of redundancy the two
techniques can capture and in differences in the
way they interact with other microarchitectural
features.
Since IR validates results early, it is more conservative in the amount of redundancy it captures. To reuse an instruction, it needs the inputs of the current instruction to be available and
to be the same as the inputs of the instruction
stored in the Reuse Buffer. VP on the contrary
does not need the inputs of the current instruction and therefore can provide a speculation in
more cases than IR.
Value misprediction has a penalty in VP, since
all the instructions depending on the mispredicted value must be re-executed. IR on the other
hand does not suffer from mispredictions, since it
is not speculative.
Both VP and IR help in resolving branches
earlier and thereby in decreasing the misprediction penalty. IR may reduce this penalty further,
by detecting the misprediction early and –more
importantly– by storing the results of the instructions that get squashed, which might be useful
later. VP on the other hand may increase the
branch misprediction penalty, by causing more
mispredictions (if the branch is resolved while its
operands are still speculative), or by delaying the
branch prediction (if the branch is resolved only
after its operands are verified).
Since reused instructions do not execute, IR
reduces the demand for resources like functional
units, cache ports etc. VP on the contrary may
increase the demand for resources, since instruc-

2.2

Repeatability
mance

and

Perfor-

Cross-referencing the reuse percentages reported
in [8] and the speedups observed in [9] we find
that in many cases high reusability does not infer
corresponding speedups (e.g. “m88ksim” benchmark with 98.8% dynamic instruction reuse has
lower average speedup than “go” with 85.2%).
Two reasons for this are inducted: (i) The limitations in the ability of IR and VP to capture
redundancy. An improved solution might be an
intelligent buffering technique –possibly combining IR and VP– taking into account empirical
observations such as high repeatability in instructions in local scope (functions) whose inputs are
arguments and global data values. (ii) Effects
of microarchitecture interactions. Only detailed
cycle-by-cycle simulation of the entire microarchitecture can verify performance improvements.
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3.1

Part III: Thorough
The Predictability of Data Values [6] (Yannis Drougas)

Value Prediction, presented in Section 1.3, tries
to exploit instruction repetition in order to
speedup program execution. In order to do that,
a method to predict the result of an instruction is utilized. One could significantly increase
the speedup by improving (increasing the predictability of) this method.
In [6], three different instruction result predictors are compared. They predict the instruction
result based on the results of previous executions
of the same instruction. Let vi be the result of the
ith execution of the instruction. The predictors
4

are: (i) Last Value (LV): The predicted result
value vi is the value vi−1 of the result of the last
execution of the instruction. (ii) Stride: The
predicted value vi is equal to vi−1 + (vi−1 − vi−2 ).
These predictors perform better when for example, we have a variable in a loop, increased by
a steady number in each iteration. (iii) Finite
Context Method (FCM): Statistics about the
frequency of appearance of each value are kept,
given the results of previous executions of the instruction. The value returned is the most likely
to occur, based on these statistics and the results
of the previous executions.
Simulations performed using the integer
SPEC’95 benchmarks show that, generally Predictability(FCM) > Predictability(Stride) > Predictability(LV) holds. Moreover, FCM’s predictability increases with an increase of the number of previous results that are taken into account.

most 90% of total reuse. Speedups have been
measured to reach up to 30%. Improvements are
primarily attributed to the fact that CCR can escape the upper bound of IR within a single block
to whole computational regions.

3.3

Highly Accurate Data Value
Prediction using Hybrid Predictors [10] (Thomas Repantis)

One [10] of the proposals [1] to improve the accuracy of Value Prediction includes four techniques,
two of them being hybrid, and thus performing
well for more benchmarks.
The first technique, Stride-based Value Prediction, monitors the stride by which the results of
consecutive instances of an instruction vary and
–if that stride is constant– speculates on the results of future instances . This works well because
of the use of loops and arrays in programs.
The second technique, Two-Level Value Prediction,
stores (as a pattern) a maximum of 4
3.2 Compiler-Directed
Dynamic
most recent unique results of an instruction (inComputation Reuse [2] (Kyristead of just the last one), and decides which one
akos Karenos)
–if any– of those to present as a predicted value,
We have discussed that intelligent buffering by taking into account the history of the previtechniques for exploiting reusability are re- ous outcomes (the number of times a pattern has
quired. The Compiler-directed Computational been repeated). If the number of repetitions is
Reuse (CCR) scheme proposes that this intelli- less than a threshold, no prediction is made.
The first hybrid predictor combines the origgence is fed to the hardware level by means of
software, i.e. the compiler. This technique can inal (last outcome-based) Value Prediction and
exploit higher granularity repeatability, termed the Stride Prediction. It predicts the last outregional computation reusability instead of just come when there have not been enough repetiinstruction level reusability seen in IR. Therefore, tions to calculate the stride, and zero in the inisupport must be provided at both the hardware tial repetition.
The second hybrid predictor combines the
and software levels. At the hardware level a Computation Reuse Buffer (CRB) is employed that Two-Level Value Prediction and the Stride Prestores a number of computational instances (CI) diction. It uses the Stride Prediction when the
within each entry, that contain the set of inputs Two-Level Prediction is not able to propose a reand result values. CIs can be reused if all register sult (when the number of times a value has been
values involved are identical to a previous compu- repeated is less than a threshold).
The hybrid predictors have a higher percenttation. At the software level, the compiler is enhanced to identify computation correlations via age of correct predictions, and the last of them a
heuristics and instruct the hardware of Reusable lower percentage of mispredictions as well.
As a critical note we should state, that just
Computational Regions (RCRs) within the code.
Experimental results have shown the potential as in branch prediction, higher hit rates may
benefits from this technique since tt was observed not necessarily translate into fewer execution cythat 40% of static computations account for al- cles [4].
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